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It is a sorry thing to lose the use of a word like democracy. Particularly at the hands of politicians.
But Quebec City’s Summit of the Americas has stripped that word from my vocabulary except as an
italicized, in-quotation-marks symbol of “jargonization” in its most cruel form: theft of an ethical
imperative.
The definition of “democracy” used at the Summit? A multi-party system. You know the one: a
system where well-qualified citizens who disagree with government’s take on an issue have fair
access to openly democratic political nomination meetings. From which fairly emerge well-qualified
candidates who take part in openly democratic election campaigns to become competent and ethical
politicians making a real difference commensurate with the public interest. Yeah, right...
Sort of like “free press” when all the (once-independent) national and local dailies and weeklies
(present periodical excluded, of course) as well as our two major national television networks (CTV
and Global) are all owned by either Moe or Joe. Not surprisingly, all tout consistent editorial
positions, a “voice” that colours even their (supposedly objective) news reporting.
I like to think many of the 137 Canadian farmers who visited Cuba’s farms over the past two years
would question a Summit of the Americas “democracy threshold” that admits Haiti and excludes
Cuba.
Democracy, presumably, is why Canadian Trade Minister Pierre Pettigrew announced to the Summit
that Canada would not sign any FTAA with a NAFTA-type Chapter 11 clause (the one that allows a
foreign company to sue Canada for compensation if our regulations interfere with their profits, a
matter of increasing concern to Canadians). Autocracy is why Prime Minister Chretien promptly and
publicly contradicted his Trade Minister, saying HE - along with his good buddies Bush and Foxthinks Chapter 11, like everything else under the new trade regime, is working pretty well...
This, when we are facing a $13 billion US Chapter 11 challenge by California-based Sun Belt over
BC’s refusal to export it’s coastal water by supertanker to California.
This, when we are facing another Chapter 11 challenge by United Parcel Service arguing Canada
Post charges too little for its courier services (upsetting the rights of UPS shareholders to profitably
enter - read drive up Canadian courier rates and make lots of money in - the Canadian market).
This, when Canadian greenhouse tomato growers are facing anti-dumping trade challenge from US
producers that has nothing whatsoever to do with economics.
This, when Canadian grain producers are having their markets flooded by cheap US corn and living
in fear of the phone.
This, when the US hog industry is publicly accusing Canadian hog producers of “overproducing”, a
situation the US worries will increase exports to the US and depress American hog prices. Antidumping duties are being actively discussed.
This, when (as we go to press) PEI potato growers remain under the thumb of an agreement signed
by Chretien-the-anointed (with no apparent consultation with the industry) that has the optics of a
solution but which, when the fine print is examined, apparently offers little to farmers. (“The devil is in
the detail” was my favourite farmer quip.) If such pessimistic predictions are borne out by the fine
print, I think the PEI potato producers should file a Chapter 11 challenge against the US
government. From all accounts, it doesn’t sound as if the US is basing its prohibitive restrictions the

“good science” required by NAFTA’s phytosanitary rules; if not, our guys are entitled to
compensation.)
Another example is softwood lumber. US forestry companies are again threatening Canadian
forestry jobs with countervail and anti-dumping duties totaling over 80% of product value. What
seems such a dilemma actually has a fairly simple solution: Canada should mount a WTO challenge
against the US that a market imperfection is not a definable government subsidy under the terms and
conditions set forth in the Tokyo round of the GATT. The Rothery formula worked when the BC
industry was a competitive one. Structural concentration transformed the industry to an oligopoly.
Voila! Through swaps of unwanted species and internal transaction prices and other means, the
industry was able to manipulate the stumpage formula in their own interest. Surprise, surprise,
stumpage rates fell to the floor. This trade defense, coupled with an agreement to place a tax
wedge on exports till an equitable stumpage assessment formula is put in place, would win the day
for Canada. Odds of our fearless government leaders taking this simple and effective route? Zippo.
Why? Because God help the cajones of any politician that admits to a concentrated, imperfectlycompetitive forest industry. Perhaps it’s time to roll out the huevos! But I digress...
As a baby economist, freshly anointed with my Master of Science in agricultural economics from the
University of British Columbia, I freely admit that I trotted off to Ottawa in 1974 with the mantra of the
market firmly embedded in my brain (“public policy is best served when competitive market forces are
allowed to adjust price and supply to the benefit of efficiency”). It had, after all, been ingrained in my
education; honours marks meant regurgitating this mantra verbatim.
The real world problem is that competitive markets — in the way classical economics perceived them
— no longer exist. Particularly in agriculture, a sector dominated by concentrated multinational
interests at the processing and input levels.
Hence the role of good government policy. Presumably, a reasonable expectation in a democracy.
President-for-life Chretien appears embarrassingly eager to have someone pat him on the back and
say “ya done good, Jean”. Problem is, the only ones in a position to say it are the multinationals.
Like the simperingly grateful guest to a party to which he is just a little too stupid to have been
otherwise invited, Chretien smiles and fawns and offers up our future. Without qualification(s).

